# Mission Statement

The Tucson Botanical Gardens connects people with plants and nature through art, science, history and culture.

# Board of Directors

President: Katharine Kent  
Vice President: Michael Lex  
Secretary: Ellen Wheeler  
Treasurer: Karen McCloskey  
Steve Bossé  
Archibald Brown  
Kelly Flannigan  
Jayne Henninger  
William LaMear  
Erin Lingard  
Lisa Owens-Sredzinski  
Rita Power  
Anne Fisher Segal  
Remy Sotto  
Deidra Spinks  
Michael Toia

# Emeritus:

Bernard Friedman, deceased  
Catherine McGibbon, deceased  
Lillian Fisher, deceased  
Donald Laidlaw  
David Lovitt, Jr.  
Ex Officio: Michelle Conklin

---
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Let Nature be our Teacher

Observing a plant sitting on my living room window ledge following the sun as it moves throughout the day demonstrates that no one has to convince, or cajole, a plant to survive or do the right thing. Unlike people, plants don’t need Fitbit reminders, TV ads, or food tracking apps to stay healthy. Roots of trees will probe hundreds of feet deep searching for water, tiny young saguaros grow under the protection of mesquite or palo verde trees, and then there’s the animal kingdom – their acts of courage and determination to thrive and survive are astonishing.

As the Tucson Botanical Gardens maneuvers through 2021, survival comes from creativity, the ability to look and plan forward, and a determination not just to survive but thrive. Here’s a glimpse of the coming year.

Edna’s Eatery by Westward Look Resort opened this winter in the former Gardens’ Café. Providing breakfast and lunch, both tableside and take-away, Chef Todd Sicolo exemplifies creativity through his menu inspired by nature.

The Garden staff took a crazy idea (“Let’s buy an old VW bug and trailer ...”) and created the Cactus Car and the Red Trailer Farm. Rob and Adam transformed those beat-up vehicles into something useful, unique, and downright extraordinary!

How grateful are we that nature understands that energy must be stored in rhizomes and bulbs to produce a blanket of color in the Iris Garden? We were treated to an early bloom of daffodils in pots, but we’re just now seeing flowers along the Ironwood Path.

Indoor and outdoor galleries are featuring Vicky Stromee, Catherine Harold, Kyle Johnston, and Beth Surdut.

We continue our classes online and welcome our neighbors and those from around the country who have participated.

NEW! The contracts have been finalized, and I’m excited to share that TBG has been selected to be one of 10 gardens worldwide to host “Seeing the Invisible,” an augmented reality exhibit curated and organized by the Jerusalem Botanical Gardens. Twenty well-known and emerging contemporary artists are being chosen to create this exhibit, which will open in September 2021. More on this and other opportunities later!

This leads me to one of the most meaningful lessons I’ve learned from nature this year – and it comes from trees. It has been said that a tree is only as strong as the forest that surrounds it, and like the roots of a tree, we’ve reached out farther than ever to you, our community, and our public garden colleagues. Like a forest of trees, the combined effort of a community provides the strength and support needed to ensure that the Tucson Botanical Gardens continues to thrive.

Thank you for being a member, and enjoy spring at the Gardens!

Michelle Conklin
Executive Director

Michelle Conklin
Executive Director
Lessons Learned

Adam Farrell-Wortman  
Horticulture Manager  
Tucson Botanical Gardens

Guests always tell me how lucky I am to have this job, and I couldn’t agree more – I love my work! However, it’s not the day-to-day gardening tasks that guests see us performing that make this job so rewarding (though I do like the everyday garden work). I love working with my creative team of gardeners who are always considering how to improve our many pocket gardens to advance our mission of connecting people to plants and nature.

When planting species that aren’t native to our desert, it is extremely important to consider the micro-climate of the space as well as any soil alterations and irrigation changes that might be needed. Though we risk failure, that risk is calculated and mitigated by best horticulture practices. This year, with the help of the Stanley Smith Horticultural Trust grant, we will be trying many new plant species and varieties while addressing soil salt build-up, soil compaction, and other issues that hinder nutrient uptake in our ramada planting beds.

We have been experimenting with plants that have never been grown at TBG or anywhere in-ground in Tucson (other than perhaps in some private collections). In our Woodland Ramada we have planted native species of the southwest sky islands that naturally grow at elevations between 5,000 and 7,000 feet. These include pines and junipers, vines, and perennial flowers. After one full year of growing, one third of the species in the original planting failed, such as Pinus oocarpa (Mexican Yellow Pine). However, those plants that survived, like Juniperus osteosperma (Utah Juniper) or Vitus arizonica (Wild Arizona Grape), have thrived, and we will invest in more of them and try some additional species, such as native ferns.

In the Floral Ramada we have been seeking perennials that have large inflorescences. We have had a fair amount of success with species that store their energies underground in tubers or bulbs, like lilies, dahlias, and daffodils. Dahlia ‘Toto Anemone’ and other new varieties seem to be able to handle the worst of our summers. One of our most successful trials last year was a new hybrid of Echinacea and Rudbeckia called Echibeckia. The breeder provided us with a few plugs to test and they put on a fantastic late spring show that lasted into the summer. This year we will be trying new heat and drought tolerant day lilies, begonias, clematis, and hibiscus. We will also be experimenting with cold-hardy kiwi and avocado in the Kitchen Ramada.

In gardening, as in life, failure is a learning opportunity. I’m not a stubborn gardener and will rarely try the same plant in the same space if it wasn’t successful the first time. If a new plant fails, the problem solving begins. We search for the reasons why, and apply what we’ve learned when choosing new plants. I know some of our new plantings will fail and those failures will present new opportunities.
“Lovely Day. Citrus trimming continues. Time for snipping frosted tips and branches from kumquat, tangerine and lemon.”

– Bernice Porter’s Spring Garden Journal
IN PORTER GALLERY*

India: A Visual Journey
January 9 – May 9, 2021

*Photography by Vicky Stromee and Catherine Harold*

Enjoy a taste of a visual journey through less often seen parts of India, a land of contrasts, an amalgam of ancient and modern, sacred and secular, a confluence of cultural and religious traditions.

It is a mélange of colors, sounds, smells, and tastes; a chaotic and yet surprisingly fluid society that welcomes visitors and pilgrims alike. In 2019, well-known national photographers Vicky Stromee and Catherine Harold set off to India to fulfill a dream. They immersed themselves in India’s culture and captured the art, love, and intensity of this most beautiful country and its people.

Their experience of India, that life is hard and life is beautiful, is well reflected in the exhibition’s large-scale imagery that allows the viewer to be mesmerized by the many scenes. Vicky and Catherine are thrilled to bring this experience to the Gardens with its emphasis on connecting people with plants and nature through art and culture.

Catalogue on sale in the Gardens gift shop.

*Note: Due to physical distancing protocols, a maximum of six guests at one time will be allowed in the indoor galleries. Mask wearing is mandatory.
**THE BACK PORCH GALLERY**

Beth Surdut, The Art of Paying Attention to Nature  
January 30 – June 6, 2021

“If you practice the art of paying attention, you will find that grand adventures await you right outside your door. Once you start looking, it is hard to stop.”  
- Beth Surdut

Explore our local wildlife and our integrated place in nature with the wildlife illustrations of award-winning artist, writer, and radio commentator Beth Surdut. Beth is a certified Environmental Educator who combines storytelling, visual art, and science to observe and understand the creatures with whom we share our lives.

This exhibit is sure to invite you to observe, with unbounded curiosity, the beings that fly, crawl, and skitter along with us in our changing environment. These include the fierce Harris’s hawk she met outside her kitchen, the zebra-tailed lizard that hitched a ride in her pants, talkative ravens, great horned owls, and others.

You can view virtual tours of these exhibits on the Tucson Botanical Gardens YouTube channel.

---

**IN THE EDUCATION CLASSROOM**

Kyle Johnston, Expression of Color and Shape  
March – May 2021

Kyle Johnston is a self-taught artist who has lived and worked in Tucson, Arizona since 1989. He has been active in the local art community for over 25 years. Kyle works in multiple media, which include collage, assemblage, and acrylic painting on canvas.

“My works on canvas are derived from the abstract expressionist approach to painting and reflect that influence which has led me to this current body of work.”  
- Kyle Johnston

Kyle is the founding member of Heart of Tucson Art, an honorary member of the Contemporary Artists of Southern Arizona, and a former member of the Tucson Pima County Review Board for Public Art.

Editor’s note: Kyle’s work has hung in the Education Classroom throughout the COVID-19 closure. We are happy that this space is now open for viewing and thank him for his patience during this time.

*Note: Due to physical distancing protocols, a maximum of six guests at one time will be allowed in the indoor galleries. Mask wearing is mandatory.*
All TBG Community Classes are virtual until further notice. Online class participants will receive a Zoom link via email for each live class two hours before the class begins.

Online classes are recorded and participants receive a video replay that is available to enjoy at your convenience for two weeks after the date of the class.

TBG Members receive a 20% discount!

**FAMILY FRIENDLY FUN**

**Keeping a Desert Journal:**
Writing, Drawing, and Painting out in Nature
Appropriate for Kids of All Ages
Wednesday, March 17, 3:00-4:00 p.m.
$16 Member/$20 Non-Member

**ART**

**Watercolor Butterflies:** Drawing and Painting
Wednesday, March 10, 2:00-3:30 p.m.
$24 Member/$30 Non-Member

**Botanical Art in Pen and Ink: Succulents**
Wednesday, March 24, 5:30-7:00 p.m.
$24 Member/$30 Non-Member

**Modern Calligraphy**
Wednesday, April 14, 2:00-3:30 p.m.
$24 Member/$30 Non-Member

**Botanical Art in Watercolor: Succulents**
Wednesday, April 21, 5:30-7:00 p.m.
$24 Member/$30 Non-Member

**Watercolor Flowers:** Drawing and Painting
Wednesday, May 12, 2:00-3:30 p.m.
$24 Member/$30 Non-Member

**Botanical Art in Pen and Ink: Agave**
Wednesday, May 26, 5:30-7:00 p.m.
$24 Member/$30 Non-Member

**GARDENING**

**How to Get A Strong Start with your Container Garden**
Thursday, March 4, 11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
$24 Member/$30 Non-Member

**Tree Pruning 101**
Wednesday, March 17, 10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
$24 Member/$30 Non-Member

**Butterfly Gardening in the Desert Garden**
Friday, March 19, 10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
$24 Member/$30 Non-Member

**The Easy-Care Desert Container Garden**
Saturday, March 27, 11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
$24 Member/$30 Non-Member

**Edible Landscapes**
Wednesday, March 31, 10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
$24 Member/$30 Non-Member

**Landscape Design for Reduced Maintenance**
Friday, April 16, 10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
$24 Member/$30 Non-Member

**Just Add Water:** Keeping Your Summer Plantings Alive in Desert Pots
Saturday, April 24, 11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m
$24 Member/$30 Non-Member

**Color Gardens**
Friday, May 7, 10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
$24 Member/$30 Non-Member

**Overcoming Desert Death:** Don’t Let Your Pots Go Empty All Summer
Saturday, May 29, 11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
$24 Member/$30 Non-Member

**NATURE & ECOLOGY**

**Mimicry in Nature**
Friday, March 12, 10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
$24 Member/$30 Non-Member

**Feathers**
Friday, April 9, 10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
$24 Member/$30 Non-Member

**Venomous Snakes of North America: Biology and Diversity**
Friday, May 14, 10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
$24 Member/$30 Non-Member

**CULINARY ARTS**

**Recipe Writing Workshop**
Thursday, March 11, 3:00-4:30 p.m.
$24 Member/$30 Non-Member

**Sonoran Capirotada for Easter**
Sunday, March 28, 3:00-4:30 p.m.
$24 Member/$30 Non-Member

**Calabacitas Con Queso y Tortillas Caseras**
Sunday, April 11, 3:00-4:30 p.m.
$24 Member/$30 Non-Member

**Enchiladas Sonorenses**
Sunday, May 16, 3:00-4:30 p.m.
$24 Member/$30 Non-Member
Hungry visitors to the Gardens will have an exciting new option with the opening of Edna’s Eatery by Westward Look Resort in March. Occupying the café building adjacent to the Friends House, the new eating spot will be managed in partnership with the iconic local resort. The Gardens and the resort share similarities that reflect the unique southwestern flavors of Arizona and the Sonoran Desert, and under the leadership of world-renowned Executive Chef Todd Sicolo, Edna’s will offer tasty dishes that represent locally grown & sourced products providing an organic and healthy dining experience.

The café name, “Edna’s Eatery” was inspired by Edna Johnson – housekeeper, friend, nanny, and gardener to the Gardens’ founders, the Porter family. Mrs. Porter frequently noted in her Garden journal that Edna’s quest for harvesting lemons, figs, and oranges would result in the most “scrumptious cookies and pies.”

For more information about Edna’s Eatery by Westward Look Resort, please visit TucsonBotanical.org.
Red Trailer Farm & The Cactus Car  
(Anything Can Be a Pot)

Who would have thought that a World War II ammunition trailer could be converted into a portable farm which can grow vegetables, herbs, and edible flowers? The Red Trailer Farm utilizes straw bale gardening which maximizes growing space by growing vertically as well as horizontally. Check out the What’s Ready for Pickin’ list on the side of the trailer, and enjoy!

The Cactus Car: a classic Volkswagen Bug has been brought back to life and reclaimed by cacti and succulents from around the world. While taking advantage of the versatility and variety of these magnificent plants that are so common to Tucsonans, we can forget how truly amazing they are in form and structure. Check out the “engine” and nature-inspired “wheels!”

Like all of our exhibits, this homespun art installation is made possible by the creativity and hard work of our team here at TBG, and our sponsoring community partners.

Special Thanks
Ponderosa Cactus, Plant Sponsor
Michael Lex, loan of 1955 Willys Jeep Truck
Real Estate and Privacy in Your Estate Plan

Presented by Angela C. Moore, Attorney at Law

Tuesday, March 23, 2021 at 4:00 p.m.
Register at www.tucsonbotanical.org/class/estate-planning

The Gardens’ free 30-minute online session presents options for including real estate assets in your estate plan, and the levels of privacy you can achieve. It is open to anyone interested in how to plan to secure your future legacy, benefit your loved ones, and make a lasting difference in our community.

This session will be of particular interest to residents and snowbirds who own property in Arizona as well as in other states.

Since the Gardens’ beginnings 40 years ago, bequests and other estate gifts have provided vital support for Tucson Botanical Gardens’ mission. These gifts touch every department and program, including horticultural therapy, Butterfly Magic, youth education, exhibitions, expansion, and so much more.

Donors who have notified us of their intent to include the Tucson Botanical Gardens in their wills or estate plans are recognized with membership in the Penstemon Society.

3 Ways to Support the Gardens

Cash
Gifts by check or credit card are the most popular giving methods. Cash gifts may be made by mail, in person at the Gift Shop, telephone, or online at www.tucsonbotanical.org/donate/

Gift of Stock
Gifts of appreciated securities may provide you with significant tax benefits. For information on how to transfer stock to the Tucson Botanical Gardens, please contact the Development office at development2@tucsonbotanical.org or (520) 326-9686 ext. *25

Retirement Funds
The IRA Charitable Rollover allows taxpayers age 70½ or older to transfer up to $100,000 annually from their IRA accounts directly to charities, like the Tucson Botanical Gardens, without first having to recognize the distribution as income. Please consult with your advisors to see if this form of giving suits your tax and financial circumstances. Account administrators should mail a check directly to the Tucson Botanical Gardens, 2150 N. Alvernon Way, Tucson, AZ 85712. Tucson Botanical Gardens is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization; Tax ID# 23-7037310.

Angela C. Moore is an attorney and partner at Moore, Masunas & Moore, P.L.L.C. in Tucson. She focuses on estate planning, probate, trust administration, and guardianship/conservatorship matters in Arizona. She is a member of the Wealth Counsel, NAELA, and other professional organizations.

Angela has an advanced law degree in taxation and has served on the Probate & Trust Executive Council. She generously provides volunteer legal services to the community and is a frequent speaker on estate planning issues.
MEMORIALS & TRIBUTES

The following donors, who made contributions between November 1, 2020 and January 31, 2021, wished for their friends and loved ones to be remembered amid the Gardens’ natural beauty. We are inspired by your generosity and honored that you chose the Gardens.

IN HONOR OF

Dayleann Frazier ............................................. Mark & Jan Barmann
James Howard Lucas ..................................... Larry Callagy
Deb Collinge ..................................................... Ela L. Collinge
Sue Voss .......................................................... Mary Ann Jones
Karen Zakerwski ............................................ Brooke Kingston
David S. Allen & Mark Sammons ...................... Deanna & Charles Krusestjerna
Etta Omsted ..................................................... Ilanna & Neil Markowitz
John Terrell ...................................................... Margot Marx
Deborah Katz Hermann ..................................... Rachel A. & Anthony Muscat
Vickie Olivarez .............................................. Birdi & Rhia Olivarez-Kidwell
Vivianne Uyeda ............................................... Michael & Jeanne L. Pfander
Carolyn Matthiasson ....................................... Gail Kershner Riggs
Rickie Rose ...................................................... Margaret Smith
Eleanor Kohloss .............................................. Sue Voss

IN MEMORY OF

James Filipek ............................................... David & Susan Baral
Virginia ........................................................... Jeanne Bazz
Mae Hardy ...................................................... Canasta Club Main Avenue Ladies
Milly Brownsey ............................................. Margo & Rob Caytor
Robert E. Watson ........................................... Kate and Wayne Clark
Grace Hill & Persis Congdon ......................... Sarah Congdon & John Leech
Betty & Rae Netsch ........................................ Fred & Helen Consaley
Betty Watkins Hiller ....................................... Robin Hiller & Timothy Fuller
Robert M. Hersch .......................................... Trudy Hersch
Milo ............................................................. Susan Larson-Makar & John Makar
June Moritz ..................................................... Tambra & Kenneth Moritz
Keegan Muckey ............................................. Jon & Leigh Muckey
Louise Pixley .................................................... Linda Pantjoa
Maddie ............................................................ Benedict R. & Marie Radecki
Phil & Jasmine Rosen ....................................... Julia C. Rosen
Benny Rincon ............................................... Kris Scott-Guerrieri & Chuck Scott-Guerrieri
................................................................. Mary Melcher
Harry Willett .................................................... Jane Spalding

TRIBUTE BRICK DONORS

Kathleen R. Bohnert
Maureen Flaherty
Christopher & Donna Helms
Vicky Strome & Margo Barnes

MOSAIC TILE TRIBUTE DONOR

Rita Power & Tasha Matsuk

HONORARY & MEMORIAL BENCH DONOR

Paul Bryant Smith Foundation

DONORS TO SPECIAL PROGRAMS

The following donors designated their generous contributions to the Gardens’ signature programs. We are grateful for their investments which were received between November 1, 2020 and January 31, 2021.

ADULT EDUCATION

Bayer Fund

ELECTRONIC TICKETING SOFTWARE

Southwestern Foundation for Education and Historical Preservation

GIFTS IN KIND

Bob & Theresa R. Bingham
Robert Faucher
Green Things Nursery
Brian & Susan E. Libby
Pak Mail
Ponderosa Cactus
REALM

HORTICULTURAL THERAPY

Elizabeth Read Taylor Foundation

NORA CARE AND INTERPRETATION

Bayer Fund

SENSORY GARDEN

Stanley Smith Horticultural Trust

*Amoreuxia gonzalezii (Santa Rita Mountain Yellowshow)*
Thank You to our new and renewing Agave and Cholla members from August 1 to October 31, 2020.

SAGUARO
Elizabeth W. Borozan
David & Maureen Herr
Kristi Lewis
Lynn McEvers

OCOTILLO
Mary & Bret Batchelor
Christine Curtis
Barbara & John Leonard
Julie & Don Morton
Michael & Carol O’Mahony
Louise Plank
Andria & James Plonka
Susan Prust
Harlow Sires & Laurence Herron

AGAVE
Gregory & Marilyn Anthony
Grace Berg
Margaret Briehl & Dennis Ray
James & Marcy Briggs
Jan Buckingham & Lauren M. Ronald
Richard & Josephine Cellar
Julene & Ron Church
Emma & Jeremy Crawford
Dino J. DeConcini & Elizabeth Murfee
Isabel & Raul Delgado
Fred Freelinghuyzen & Mary Voyatzis
Jennifer H. Gross
Jayne Henninger & Ron Slowey
Janice Hokenson
Stuart & Wendy Holcombe
Katharine Jacobs & David Plane
Melody & Stuart Johnson
Nancy Kluge
Brenda Koediker
Donald & Robin Laidlaw
Barbara Lamb
Laurel & Matt Leitzel
Marilyn Ludwig
Kathleen Ortega & Lawrence Johnson
Elena & Michael Patterson
Joseph J. Prochal
Terri & Zafar Qureshi
Ellen Ristow & Martin Dresner
Debra & Twyla Salaiz
Douglas & Kathleen Sanders
Dr. Helen S. & Dr. John P. Schafer
Reginald Short & Kimberly Adams-Short
Karen & Jeffrey States
Penny & David Stewart
Donna & David Tang
Patricia & Martin Thomas
Allyn & Dr. Hugh C. Thompson III
Susan R. Thompson
Michael & Emily Toia
Sperry & Donna Lynn Van Langeveld
Charles & Barbara Woodman
Stormi Yates

CHOLLA
Mohyeddin & Helen Abdulaziz
Nancy Airulla
John & Laura Almquist
Regina & Michael Amerson
Nancy Avalos
Ken & Elaine Baarson
Colleen & Joe Babcock
Jim & Sharon Barry
Jean Bassett
Char & Gerald M. Bates
Lucy & Richard Belding
Ronald & Tamara Benson
Robert & Dorice Beren
Linza Bethel & John Birmingham
Barbara Bickel
Edwin L. Biggers
Barry & Gina Blackwell
Mary Boll
Robin & Robert Borok
Georgiana & John Boyer
Rachel & Betty Brady
Sandra & Shirley Brantley
Arch Brown & Laura W. Brown
Ann & H. D. Bruner
Kathleen & William Burnett
Celeste & John Capolino
Harold & Zenaaida Carr
Paul & Nancy Cellar
Margaret Clark
Carol & Jerry Cloutier
James Cole
Nancy Cook
Robert Cook & Kealy Salomon
Connie & Kenneth Cookson
Wiley Cornell & Richard Marschner
Paul Cronin
Mary Croft
Diane Curtis
Sandra & Gary Darling
Michelle Davidson
Carolyn & John Davis
Diana Davis & Jamie Moore
Jean de Jong & Joseph Watkins
Phyllis DeFriese
Arthur & Pamela Deters
Silvio F. & Janet L. D’Ignazio
Dean & Joanie Dimitri
Nancy Trejo Doty & Jerry Doty
Marie & James Drechen
Linda Drew & John Groop
Barbara & Glenn Dunn
Ignacio & Linda Durazo
David & Patricia Eisenberg
Leslie Eldenburg & John Kovacik
Connie Engard
Robert Fisk & Romy Angle
Eileen M. Fitzmaurice
Rick Fletcher & Alice Cave
Mary Lou Forier
Diana & David Freshwater
Ronald A. Fullerton
Drs. Lynn Gardner & Michael Hamant
Ms. Vera Gates
Sharon Gilbert
Mary Clare & Andrew Gildon
Rebecca & James Gill
Bruce Gillsapie
Marc & Muriel Goldfelder
Giulio & Joan Grecchi
Pam Grissom
Dorothy & Lanin Gyuuro
Lynn & Bill Haak
Hilary Hamlin
Amy & Richard Hammel
Eileen Haney & Alfred McEwen
Anthony Haswell
Warren & Patricia Hatcher
Sarah & Mark Hays
Michael Heimbuch & Mitch Bunting
Geneva Heller
Dr. Shea Hermes
Jeanne Heyerick & Eric Rogger
Michael Hinson & Melinda Garrahan
Ann & Norman Hobbs
Judith J. Holcomb
YuCheng Hsu & Kuei-Fang Tsai
Peggy Hutchinson
Mark & Janine Irvin
Sharon & Woody Jackson
Gayle & Frederic Jandrey
Marilyn Johnson
Carla Johnson & Andrea Mannell
Virginia & Robert Jones
Dick & Sandy Joyce
Valerie & Jordan Kaplan
Katharine Kent
Susan Kentosh & Matthew Zamora
Earl & Aloma Keln
Beth & John Kortay & Jim Weston
Janice Klein & Chuck Dean
Beverly Knaak & Tom Linn
Cassandra & Anthony Knight
Carolyn & Karen Knott
Kathy Krucker
Margaret Kurzius-Spencer & Jon Spencer
Dawn & John Lashley
Kathy Lauerman
Kevin & Barbara Leehey
Trevor Legwinski & Daniella Pagyette
Carol & Dr. Richard C. Livingston
Preston Lundgreen & David Anderson
Gypsy & David Lyle
Tornie & Stu MacKay
John Madsen & Susan Wells
Regina Mangold
Michael & Sally Mann
Joseph Marcil & John Ramirez
Steven Marder
John Marshall
Kathleen Martinnek
Michael & JC Mathis
Daniel G. Matlick
Ann & George Mavko
David & Cindy McCanse
Cynthia McDaniel
Kathleen McDaniel
Lisa McDaniel-Hutchings
Linda & Michael McNulty
J. Eileen Mechling & Robert Kuehl
David & Bonnie Mehl
Cynthia Miller
Roberta Miller & Carson T. Brown
Suzanne & Amanda Moobery
Frances Moore
Brenda Moos-Bolland
& Mark Moos-Bolland
Brenda Moore & Charles Gutierrez
Frances Moskovitz
Robert W. Murray
Claudia & David Nelson
Lynn & David Nicholas
Ann & Catherine Nichols
David & Cheryl Nichols
Kit & Bill Owen
Jean Paine
Leigh Patasko
Norman & Elizabeth Patten
Sandra & Jim Peebles
Jane & Terry Peppard
Jennifer & Ronaldo Perez
James & Barbara Peterson
David Petruska
Cookie Phillips
Christopher Pray
Jewel & Harvey Prendeville

Tara & Allen Prettyman
Janice Prezzato
R Cynthia Pruett
Margie Puerta Edison & Fred Edison
Elizabeth & John Racy
Daraene Raulerson
Stephen Reitz & Elizabeth Evans
Solveig & Ike Rhodes
Dwayne & Maggie Richards
Janice Rickert-Mueller & John Mueller
Barbara Danielan
Tim & Linda Rodriguez
Jeff Rogers & Kris Schafer-Rogers
Katie Rogerson & Andrew Boehly
Philip G. & Quinta Rosenberg
John & Carol Ross
Thomas & Shirley Rossa
Ilona & Robert Rouda
Amy & Michael Rule
Deborah Rupp & Mary Hulse
Dean Salaman & Estelle Freyholtz
Janet Sanderson
Debra & Dana Scarlata
Edward Schellin
Sally & Robert Schleu
Ted & Martha Schmidt
Si & Eleanor Schorr
Theodore & Christina Schultz
Pamela Schuster
Joan & Jeffrey Scurran
Anne & Robert Seagal
Robert Shelby
Robin & David Sambach
Ann & Francis Shibuya
Jolie Siber & Gino Zampini
Penny Simms & Ken Marsh
Gail & Marlene Skinner
Barbara Smith & Lisa Gordon
Georgia & Ted Smith
Linda & Craig Soland
Linda Lou Sotnek
James & Janice Stewart
Brian Studer & Lisa Skidmore
Janet Swanson
John Stafsanski
Laurel & Roger Taft
Brad Tatham & Barbara Stoddard
C.R. & Connie L. Teeple
Liz Tempel & Ron Kroll
Mark Thompson
William & Sue Thornton
Colleen & Gary Toscima
Deb Turner & Bud Rhode
Dr. John Twomey
Janice Ulrich & Nancy Biel Stewart
Theresel Velde
Kathleen Viele
Gregory & Leigh Ann Waterfall
Carol & Neil West
Ellen Wheeler & David Nix
Edward & Lynn Whitcher
James F. Wilcoxon
Frank & Linda Williams
Winifred Williams & Kenneth Hinkle
Sara & Lloyd Wisdom
Roberta Witcher & Bill Witcher
Richard & Sidney Wolff
Meg & Rob Woolington
Jennifer Wortman & Daniel Sakall
Stephen Younger
Celina Zerinatti
Stephanie Zill
Vasyly & Gloria Zuk
The Board and Staff are very grateful for the support of the following Annual Fund donors whose gifts have enabled the Gardens to flourish. It is our privilege to recognize these families, individuals, organizations, and businesses for the contributions that were received between November 1, 2020 and January 31, 2021.

We are so grateful for the outpouring of support from our community. Because we had so many wonderful donors this quarter, we are only able to list the donor names above the $100 donation level. Thank you for your understanding.

* beside names indicate Recurring Gift donors who generously give regularly scheduled support to the Gardens.
NOW OPEN!

Check us out at tucsonbotanical.org

Red Trailer Farm & Cactus Car

WITH SUPPORT FROM

PONDEROSA CACTUS